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Abstract

Due to the strong competition that exists today, most manufacturing organizations are in a continuous effort for increasing their

profits and reducing their costs. Accurate sales forecasting is certainly an inexpensive way to meet the aforementioned goals, since

this leads to improved customer service, reduced lost sales and product returns and more efficient production planning. Especially

for the food industry, successful sales forecasting systems can be very beneficial, due to the short shelf-life of many food products

and the importance of the product quality which is closely related to human health. In this paper we present a complete framework

that can be used for developing nonlinear time series sales forecasting models. The method is a combination of two artificial intel-

ligence technologies, namely the radial basis function (RBF) neural network architecture and a specially designed genetic algorithm

(GA). The methodology is applied successfully to sales data of fresh milk provided by a major manufacturing company of dairy

products.

� 2005 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

In today�s strong competition, a key issue that defines

the success of a manufacturing organization is its ability

to adapt easily to the changes of its business environ-

ment. To this end, it is very useful for a modern com-

pany to have a good estimate of how key indicators
are going to behave in the future, a task that is fulfilled

by forecasting. An efficient forecasting system can im-

prove machine utilization, reduce inventories, achieve

greater flexibility to changes and increase profits. In par-

ticular, sales forecasting is very important, as its out-

come is used by many functions in the organization

(Mentzer & Bienstock, 1998): Finance and accounting

departments are able to project cost, profit levels and
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capital needs based on a sales forecast. The sales depart-

ment requires a good knowledge of the sales volume of

each product, as it is charged with the job of organizing

the sales force. Production/purchasing needs a long-term

forecast for planning the development of the plant and

equipment and a more detailed short-term forecast for

arranging the production plan. Marketing needs a view
of the future market in order to plan its actions and as-

sess the impact of changes in the marketing strategy on

sales volumes. Finally, logistics also needs accurate sales

forecasts of different horizon lengths: a long-term fore-

cast in order to develop and organize logistics infra-

structure and a short-term forecast to define specific

logistics needs.

Food companies are more concerned with sales fore-
casting due to their special characteristics, such as the

short shelf-life of their products, the need to maintain

high product quality and the uncertainty and fluctua-

tions in consumer demands. As products can only be
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sold for a limited period of time, both shortage and sur-

plus of goods can lead to loss of income for the com-

pany. The variations in consumer demand are caused

by factors like price, promotions, changing consumer

preferences or weather changes (Van der Vorst, Beulens,

De Wit, & Van Beek, 1998). A recent initiative of several
large companies in the food industry, which aimed to

improve forecasting practice, identified that 48% of food

companies are poor at forecasting (Adebanjo & Mann,

2000).

The methodologies that have been used in sales fore-

casting are typically time series algorithms that can be

classified as linear or nonlinear, depending on the nature

of the model they are based on. Linear models, like
autoregressive moving average (ARMA) and autore-

gressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) (Box,

Jenkins, & Reinsel, 1994) are the most popular method-

ologies, but their forecasting ability is limited by their

assumption of a linear behavior and thus, it is not

always satisfactory (Zhang, 2003). In order to address

possible nonlinearities in time series modeling, research-

ers introduced a number of nonlinear methodologies,
including nonlinear ARMA time series models. Their

main drawback is that the type of nonlinearity is not

known in advance and the modeler needs to select the

structure of the model by trial and error. Advanced arti-

ficial intelligence technologies, like artificial neural net-

works (ANN) (Haykin, 1994) and fuzzy logic systems

use more sophisticated generic model structures that

can incorporate the characteristics of complex data
and produce accurate time series models, by eliminating

the time consuming trial and error procedure.

Obviously, the key question concerns the accuracy of

each modeling method. To this end, a number of studies

have been conducted to compare the aforementioned

methods and as we will show in the sequel, the results

are not clearly in favor of one particular method. ANNs

have been applied successfully to problems concerning
sales of food products (peanut butter and ketchup), such

as predicting the impact of promotional activities and

consumer choice on the sales volumes at a retail store

(Agrawal & Schorling, 1996) and were found to perform

better than linear models. Another interesting example

is by Ainscough and Aronson (1999) that compared

ANNs to linear regression for studying the same effects

on yogurt. Zhang, Patuwo, and Hu (1998) did a compre-
hensive review of the literature concerning the utiliza-

tion of ANNs in forecasting problems in various

areas. ANNs performed equally well with linear meth-

ods in 30% and better in 56% of the cases reviewed. In

a subsequent study by Stock and Watson (1999) linear

and nonlinear methods were compared and it was found

that in terms of forecasting performance, combina-

tions of nonlinear methods are better than combi-
nations of linear methods. Additionally, feedforward

neural networks (FNNs) that constitute a special ANN
architecture performed equally well or better than tradi-

tional methods in more than half of the cases. Another

study of the forecasting ability of different methods is

the series of M-Competitions. The latest one, the M3-

Competition (Makridakis & Hibon, 2000), examined

the FNN topology and the most popular forecasting
methodologies and commercial software in several test

cases. The results showed that FNNs did not exhibit

good performance, which is due to the nature of the

available data. As pointed out by Balkin (2001) only

25% of the data sets exhibited strong nonlinearity, while

the lengths of the series were insufficient for model

building in most cases. Zhang (2003) pointed out that

no single method is best in every situation and that com-
bining different models is an effective and efficient way to

improve forecasting accuracy, giving examples of previ-

ous work in hybrid methods that use neural networks.

His paper proposed a hybrid FNN-ARIMA methodol-

ogy where ARIMA is used to model the linear compo-

nent and FNNs modeled the forecasting errors. The

hybrid method outperforms the two component meth-

odologies when they are used separately.
Another interesting question that arises in time series

modeling is that among the plethora of candidates, only

some of the variables should be selected for model use,

as inclusion of all of them could result to a model of

great size and low accuracy. One approach to deal with

this issue is to employ particular types of multivariate

analysis, such as the partial least squares (PLS) (Wold,

Sjöström, & Eriksson, 2001) or the principle component
analysis (PCA) (Hörnquist, Hertz, & Wahde, 2003)

methodologies. However, PLS and PCA use latent vari-

ables and their major drawback is that the link back to

the physical variables of the system is lost. Another

common practice in marketing research is to employ sta-

tistical tests for variable selection (i.e. Poh, Yao, & Jašic,

1998). Combined statistical methodologies and artificial

intelligence technologies, like fuzzy logic have also been
applied for selecting the appropriate input variables in

forecasting problems (Mastorocostas, Theocharis, &

Petridis, 2001).

A variable selection method has to meet two conflict-

ing objectives: The minimization of the modeling error

and the minimization of the number of selected variables,

which means that the optimization algorithm must com-

promise between the model�s accuracy and parsimony.
This can be achieved by combining multiple objectives

into a single one. The final prediction error (FPE)

(Akaike, 1969, 1970), Akaike�s information criterion

(AIC) (Akaike, 1974), and the modified FPE (Leontaritis

& Billings, 1987) are standard selection criteria that have

been employed for this purpose.

This paper is concerned with the development of time

series sales forecasting models for short shelf-life food
products, especially milk. Fresh milk has a shelf-life of

less than a week and it is delivered and stocked on
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shelves daily. Therefore, stockpiling by customers is un-

likely to happen and it could only be limited to a small

extent (Kondo & Kitagawa, 2000). Under these special

circumstances it would certainly be beneficial for a milk

production plant to be equipped with an accurate sales

forecasting model combined with a flexible production
system. An early example of such a system was devel-

oped by Schuermann and Kannan (1978) and its imple-

mentation would lead to a cost reduction of around 7%.

Several studies that make use of milk sales data have

been published concerning the effect of promotions on

the sales of milk. Green and Park (1998) found differ-

ences in the reaction of customers to price and promo-

tion changes in products that differ in fat content.
Kondo and Kitagawa (2000) presented a methodology

for time series analysis on milk sales that allows close

examination of some factors that influence milk sales,

such as trend, regular variation during weekdays and

promotions. Kuo, Wu, and Wang (2002) proposed a

method that integrates ANNs and fuzzy neural networks

with fuzzy weight elimination and is able to model pro-

motional activity, the effect of increased media exposure
and the actions of the competitors.

In this work we apply a novel time series methodol-

ogy to the problem of forecasting the daily sales volumes

of short shelf-life food products, such as fresh milk. The

methodology combines two artificial intelligence tech-

nologies: The radial basis function (RBF) neural net-

work architecture for building the time series model

and a specially designed genetic algorithm (GA) that se-
lects the appropriate input variables to the model, based

on the FPE criterion. The RBF neural network topology

has a special structure that has certain advantages over

the more popular FNN architecture, including faster

training algorithms and more successful forecasting

capabilities. GAs are mathematical methods that imitate

the natural selection mechanisms and are mostly appro-

priate for solving discrete optimization problems. The
combined GA-RBF method is applied on sales data of

fresh milk provided by one of the leading manufacturers

of dairy products in Greece. The results are compared to

many standard time series methodologies, illustrating

the efficiency of the proposed approach.

The rest of the paper is structured as follows: In the

next two sections an overview is given on the artificial

intelligence technologies that are employed in the GA-
RBF time series method. In Section 4 the methodology

is presented in details, while in Section 5 the results of

the application of the method to true sales data are

shown. The paper ends with the concluding remarks.
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Fig. 1. The RBF neural network topology.
2. An overview of the RBF network architecture

RBF networks are in essence nonlinear modeling

structures that unveil the mathematical relationships
among the inputs x and the output y of a system (x is

in bold indicating that it is a vector that may consist

of more than one input variables). For the development

of an RBF network only a training set of input–output

examples (xi,yi), i = 1,2, . . .,K is needed, that is a num-

ber of samples collected from the system. Further
knowledge on the system is not required. RBF networks

form a special neural network architecture that consists

of three layers. The input layer is only used to connect

the network to its environment. The hidden layer con-

tains a number of nodes, which apply a nonlinear trans-

formation to the input variables, using a radial basis

function. The output layer is linear and serves as a sum-

mation unit. The typical structure of an RBF neural net-
work with only one output node is depicted in Fig. 1.

Each hidden node is associated with a center, which is

a vector c with dimension equal to the number of inputs

to the node. The activity m of a hidden node is the

Euclidean distance between the input vector and the

node center. The activity is passed to the radial basis

function and the response of this function is the hidden

node output. In the present work, the thin-plate-spline
radial basis function is employed:

f ðmÞ ¼ m logðmÞ ð1Þ
A training algorithm aims at the determination of the

structure and the parameters of the network, so that

the error between the true and the predicted output val-

ues in the training set is minimized. In rigorous optimi-
zation notation, this minimization problem can be

expressed as follows:

JðL; cj;wjÞ ¼
XK

i¼1

ðyi � ŷiÞ
2 ð2Þ

where

ŷi ¼
XL

j¼1

wjf xi � cj
�� ��� �

; i ¼ 1; 2; . . . ;K ð3Þ

In the above equations, f is the radial basis function, L is

the number of nodes in the hidden layer, cj is the center

of the jth hidden node, wj is the connection weight
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between the jth hidden node and the output node and

k Æ k is the Euclidean norm. The set of equations defines

a mixed integer nonlinear programming (MINLP) opti-

mization problem, where the objective function must be

minimized with respect to both the network structure

and the network parameters (the hidden node center
locations cj and the output weights wj, j = 1, . . .,L).
The problem cannot be solved by traditional optimiza-

tion algorithms in a reasonable time. The training algo-

rithms are specially designed methodologies that can

approximate the solution to the aforementioned optimi-

zation problem as close as possible in a limited amount

of time.

In this work we employ the fast and efficient fuzzy
means clustering technique (Sarimveis, Alexandridis,

Tsekouras, & Bafas, 2002). The fuzzy means algorithm

is an innovative method, which has the ability to deter-

mine automatically the number of hidden layer nodes,

while it proves to be orders of magnitude faster than

the standard k-means algorithm (Moody & Darken,

1989). The method is described in details in the afore-

mentioned reference.
3. An overview of genetic algorithms

GAs are machine learning procedures, which derive

their behavior from the process of evolution in nature

and are used to solve complicated optimization prob-

lems (Goldberg, 1989; Michalewicz, 1996). In nature,
individuals that better fit the environment have more

probability of surviving and transferring their chromo-

somes to their descendants, compared to individuals

with poor fitness that most probably will become ex-

tinct. Following the same idea, GAs are iterative sto-

chastic methodologies, that start with a random

population of possible solutions (chromosomes). The fit-

ness of each chromosome is measured by computing the
corresponding value of a carefully chosen fitness func-

tion. Then, a new generation is produced by giving more

probabilities of surviving to the individuals with the best

fitness values. As the algorithm proceeds, the members

of the population are gradually improved. This parallel

searching mechanism is the main advantage of GAs,

since they cannot easily get trapped in local minima.

In order to better emulate the way nature behaves, some
genetic ‘‘operators’’ are added to the algorithms, such as

the mutation operator, where some members of each

individual are altered randomly, and the crossover oper-

ator, where new individuals are born from a random

combination of the old ones.

A genetic algorithm must involve the following com-

ponents (Michalewicz, 1996):

• The representation of the possible solutions as

chromosomes.
• A procedure for initializing the population of solu-

tions.

• An evaluation function that computes the fitness of

each individual.

• The genetic operators that are applied on the individ-

uals to alter their characteristics.
• Values for the parameters used by the genetic algo-

rithm (size of the population, probabilities of apply-

ing the different genetic operators, etc.).
4. The GA-RBF algorithm

The GA-RBF algorithm provides a complete frame-

work for building time series models based on available

data, since apart form providing a mathematical expres-

sion, it also selects the appropriate factors that are going

to be used as inputs to the model. Therefore, it considers

the problem as a small or medium scale variable selec-

tion problem (Kudo & Sklansky, 2000), since the candi-

dates for becoming input variables in time series
modeling are usually less than 50. The two objectives

(selection of proper regressors and minimization of the

prediction error) are combined into a single objective

function. The methodology uses a specially designed

GA as a search strategy, which employs a hybrid coding

of genes. More precisely, each potential input variable is

coded by a binary gene denoting whether the variable is

present in the model (the gene has the value 1) or not
(the gene has the value 0). An additional integer gene

in each chromosome corresponds to the number of fuzzy

sets that are defined in the domain of each variable,

which is a parameter used by the fuzzy means algorithm.

Thus, the length of each chromosome is equal to the

number of candidates for becoming input variables plus

one. Assuming that a set of input–output data (xi,yi),
i = 1,2, . . .,K is available, the GA-RBF methodology
can be decomposed in the following steps:

Step 1: The population of P chromosomes is ran-

domly initialized. Each chromosome consists of a binary

string and an integer gene in the last position (represent-

ing the number of fuzzy sets in the fuzzy means training

algorithm) that takes values between some predefined

upper and lower limits lGA
min, l

GA
max.

Step 2: The fitness value of each chromosome is cal-
culated. The employed fitness function is based on the

FPE criterion:

FPEm ¼ 2K þ knm
2K � knm

MSEPm; m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; P ð4Þ

where nm is the number of selected variables for the mth

chromosome, MSEPm is the mean squared prediction

error of the RBF network corresponding to the mth

chromosome measured on the available set of data

and k is a statistical constant corresponding to the
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significance level of the hypothesis testing criterion. For

small scaled problems, the parameter k is set equal to

zero. The RBF neural network model corresponding

to a particular chromosome is constructed by using only

the input variables that are represented by 1s in the bin-

ary genes of the chromosome. Then the fuzzy means
algorithm is applied, where the number of fuzzy sets in

each input direction is set equal to the content of the

integer gene of the chromosome.

The fitness value for each chromosome is finally cal-

culated as:

Em ¼ 1

FPEm
; m ¼ 1; 2; . . . ; P ð5Þ

since the GA is tailored to maximize the fitness function.

Step 3: A new population is generated by selecting

individuals from the old population based on the previ-

ously calculated fitness of chromosomes. The reproduc-
tion is implemented as a linear search through a roulette

wheel. Each chromosome is allocated a slot on the rou-

lette, with size proportional to its fitness. A random

number is generated and a copy of a chromosome passes

to the mating pool only if the random number falls in

the slot corresponding to the particular chromosome.

This procedure is repeated P times in order to select

Pchromosomes for the next generation. It is possible
that some chromosomes may be selected more than once

in accordance to the schema theorem (Michalewicz,

1996): the best chromosomes get more copies, the aver-

age stay even and the worst die off.

Step 4: The crossover and mutation genetic operators

are applied on the new population. The crossover oper-

ator is employed to exchange genes between two chro-

mosomes. For the specific methodology a one-point
crossover scheme is utilized, where after some pairs of

chromosomes are randomly selected based on the prob-

ability of crossover, they exchange strings of genes. Dur-

ing the crossover operation, the last integer gene is

treated in the same manner as the binary genes and it

is exchanged as well.

However, the different nature of the last gene necessi-

tates a special treatment during the mutation operation.
Thus, uniform flip bit mutation is applied to the binary

genes with a probability equal to pum, but nonuniform

mutation with probability pnum is used if the gene se-

lected for mutation is the integer gene that represents

the number of fuzzy sets (Michalewicz, 1996). Nonuni-

form mutation is preferred over uniform mutation for

altering the number of fuzzy sets, since it initially

searches the space uniformly, but as the algorithm pro-
ceeds it performs a more local search.

Step 5: The algorithm returns to step 2, unless it has

reached the maximum number of iterations or the fitness

value has not been improved for the last L iterations.

The final outcome of the algorithm is the chromo-

some that produces the best fitness value (smallest value
of the FPE criterion) during the entire procedure. This

chromosome defines the optimal subset of input vari-

ables and the produced RBF time series model.

Remark 1. The fitness function (5) is formulated, so

that it compromises between the predictive ability and

parsimony of the model. That is, the evaluation function

gives merit to models with minimal prediction errors,

but also penalizes complex models that contain many

variables.

Remark 2. Based on the above description the tuning

parameters of the GA-RBF algorithm that must be

defined by the user are the following:

• The size of the population P, which represents the

total number of chromosomes.

• The total number of generations G.

• The number of consecutive generations for which the
objective value is not improved M.

• The probability of crossover pc.

• The probabilities of uniform mutation pum and non-

uniform mutation pnum.
5. Results

The problem under study is the evaluation of fore-

casting performance of the GA-RBF methodology on

the daily sales of fresh full-fat milk in the area of Athens,

Greece and more specifically, of the 1 l pack. Daily sales

data of the 1 l pack for the first few months of the years

2001 and 2002 were provided by a leading manufacturer

of dairy products. In order to incorporate the day-
of-the-week effect and the effect national holidays have

on sales, the data were analyzed and arranged, so that

every day of the first year was appointed a correspond-

ing day in the second year and thus, 108 pairs of corre-

sponding days were formed. Distribution and sales at

large outlets takes place 6 days a week, so there are data

for 18 weeks. Some convenience stores or kiosks operate

on Sundays, but they only account for a small amount
of sales, which are absorbed in the sales of Saturday

or Monday.

A question that arises at this point is how to utilize

the data in order to exploit the information they con-

tain. The data of the previous year are useful because

they describe the actual course of sales in the corre-

sponding week and provide insight into how sales are

expected to behave. Past sales data from the current year
contain the changes that have meanwhile occurred in the

market and have affected the level and trend of sales.

The change in trend could be fed into the model by pro-

viding it with the percentile change in sales between the

current year and the previous year. Although it is possi-

ble to use virtually all of the data available till the day
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before the one to be forecasted, it was decided that the

most important candidate variables were the six previ-

ous days of the current year, the six previous days of last

year, the percentile change between the two years as

mentioned above and the corresponding day of the pre-

vious year, thus summing to a total of 14 candidate
variables.

Current forecasting practice in the industry involves

using some or all of the above variables and is often

manual, that is rules of thumb are used instead of fore-

casting algorithms. Although it might seem that the best

solution would be to formulate the model based on as

much information as possible and therefore on all the

available variables, this in practice often leads to the
deterioration of the forecasting performance, due to pos-

sible correlations between the variables and duplication

of information. On the other hand, too little information

could leave the model with insufficient knowledge of the

past.

The data of 108 days were divided into two sets of

equal length: the first set (training dataset) was used

for model building and parameter estimation and the
second set (validation dataset) was used to test the mod-

el. The target was to build a model that can predict the

2002 sales volumes. The data of the year 2001 served

only as historical information. This manipulation of

data formulated a variable selection problem involving

the 14 candidate variables mentioned before. The GA-

RBF method was programmed in the Matlab 6.5 envi-

ronment and was used to select the optimal subset of
variables, employing the parameter values that are

summarized in Table 1. The parameter k in Eq. (4)

was set to 1. The execution time was less than 15 min

in a Pentium IV 1400 MHz processor, which shows that

the method is not computationally demanding, consid-

ering that the algorithm needs to run only once. The

input variables chosen by the method were five: the sales

of the current year with lags �1 and �6 and the sales of
the previous year with lags �3, �5 and �6. This set of

variables was also used to test the performance of vari-

ous time series methods, which can be classified into lin-

ear, nonlinear and hybrid methods, as explained in the

sequel.
Table 1

Parameters for the variable selection algorithm

Parameter Value

Population size, P 20

Maximum number of generations, G 300

Maximum number of consecutive generations for which no

improvement is observed, M

10

Crossover probability, pc 0.75

Mutation probability, pum 0.01

Nonuniform mutation probability, pnum 0.1

Lower bound of the number of fuzzy sets, lGA
min 3

Upper bound of the number of fuzzy sets, lGA
max 15
The multivariate ARMA procedure (Box et al., 1994)

is in fact a combination of two models: the autoregres-

sive (AR) part, where only past values of the time series

data are used and the moving average (MA) model,

where the forecast is generated from past values of the

forecast errors. The two methods can be used separately
or combined. The second linear method that is used in

this work for comparison purposes is the Holt–Winters

univariate procedure, which is a generalized exponential

smoothing method that can incorporate trend and sea-

sonal variation in the model (Chatfield, 1980). This

method uses exponential weighting of the coefficients

of past observations in order to give more weight to

the most recent ones. We also tested hybrid methods
for forecasting, that is combinations of linear and non-

linear methodologies, for example a linear AR model

and a neural network MA model or vice versa. In all

these methods, the RBF neural network architecture

was employed and the fuzzy means algorithm was used

as the training procedure. Finally we tested the incorpo-

ration of adaptation capabilities on the models that use

only past values of the sales volumes as inputs (AR
models). For the linear AR model, the recursive least

squares (RLS) (Åstrom & Wittenmark, 1994) was uti-

lized to modify the parameters over time in accordance

to the changing patterns exhibited by the time series.

The RBF neural network time series model was modi-

fied using the adaptive fuzzy means algorithm (Alexan-

dridis, Sarimveis, & Bafas, 2003), that is able to

correct on-line both the structure and the parameters
of the model. Computational issues are not critical in

all the aforementioned methods, since once the optimal

subset of variables has been selected, execution times for

all the methods are in the order of seconds.

The comparative results are summarized in Fig. 2,

where for each time series methodology the mean abso-

lute % error is shown calculated on the prediction data-

set. We can observe that the five methods that scored
poorest rely on linear models, which is an indication that

the behavior of the time series should be classified as

mostly nonlinear. It is useful to point out that the

RBF model that used only past values of the sales vol-

umes performed better than all the other configurations

that involve neural network modeling. Not surprisingly,

adaptation improved the predictions in both linear and

nonlinear modeling, since it provides the models with
up-to-date knowledge that is not available in the origi-

nal training data. The improvement is more clear in

the linear case. The results illustrate the efficiency of

the GA-RBF method and indicate that the predictions

can be further improved if the model is allowed to cor-

rect itself as new information becomes available. Fig. 3

shows the actual sales in the validation data set along

with the forecasts of the static and the dynamic RBF
time series models. For confidentiality reasons, the sales

data are scaled between 0 and 1.
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The above discussion shows that an accurate time ser-

ies sales model can be built for a particular product or a

group of products using only historical sales information

of the current and previous years. The type of model that

is generated can range from a simple linear model that is
produced using simple regression to an advanced adap-

tive neural network, where the accuracy is considerably

improved for the price of an additional effort for devel-

oping the appropriate software tools. The models use

only a subset of the available information (past sales data

of both the current and the previous years), thus reduc-

ing the size and the number of model parameters. The se-

lected variables are the most representative, among the
much larger set of candidates. This fact does not mean

that the other variables contain redundant information.

There just exist a lot of correlations between the candi-
dates, so that by selecting only some of them, most of

the available information is retained.

The proposed method involves a number of tuning

parameters that are summarized in Table 1. Experimen-

tation with the values of those parameters showed that

the method is not sensitive, when these parameters are

fairly modified. Some guidelines on the selection of the

tuning parameters are the following: The population size
P, the maximum number of generations G and the num-

ber of generations M for which no improvement in the

value of the objective function is observed, are in essence

parameters that define the execution time of the GA-

RBF algorithm. Depending on the available hardware

and time, the user can freely increase the values of these

three parameters. The most critical tuning parameters

are the crossover and the mutation probabilities. The
crossover probability is related to the crossover opera-

tor, which is the basis of the genetic algorithm. It en-

codes the probability that two selected organisms will

actually breed and is typically selected between 0.6 and

1.0. The mutation operator is also important since it

introduces some extra variability to the population

and helps the training procedure to avoid getting

trapped in local minima. However, high probabilities
of mutation should be avoided, since this leads to almost

random search. Recommended values are around the

ones that are depicted in Table 1. Finally, on the lower

and upper bounds on the number of fuzzy sets lGA
min, l

GA
max

are tuning parameters that are used by the fuzzy means

algorithm. The values that are depicted in Table 1

regarding these parameters are appropriate for address-

ing small to medium scale problems, which is usually the
case for time series prediction problems.
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6. Conclusions

In this paper we presented a complete framework for

the development of sales forecasting time series models.

The methodology is particularly useful for manufactur-

ers of short shelf-life food products, such as fresh milk,
since successful sales forecasting reduces considerably

the lost sales and products returns. This is very impor-

tant not only for the improvement of net income of

the company, but also for environmental reasons since

the returned milk is usually discarded. The GA-RBF

method combines two advanced artificial intelligence

technologies, namely the RBF neural network architec-

ture and a specially designed genetic algorithm to select
the appropriate explanatory variables and produce an

accurate nonlinear time series model. Based on the

application on true sales data, we illustrated the effi-

ciency of the method and showed that the performance

of the method can be further improved if we add adap-

tation capabilities to the neural network model, since

this accounts for recent incidents that have not been

considered in the original model. It should be pointed
out that the GA-RBF method utilizes only historical

sales data. In a future study we will show how additional

information, like price, promotions, etc. can be explicitly

taken into account in the development of the time series

model.
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